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**ABSTRACT**

Convergence – as an objective and as a process – designates the coming together of different social actors across strategic, political, ideological, sectoral and geographic divides. In this paper, we analyze the global food sovereignty movement (GFSM) as a convergence space, with a focus on constituencies and quotas as tools to maintain diversity while facilitating convergence. We show how the use of constituencies and quotas has supported two objectives of the GFSM: alliances building and effective direct representation in global policymaking spaces. We conclude by pointing to some convergence challenges the GFSM faces as it expands beyond its agrarian origins.
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**Introduction**

Convergence – as an objective and as a process – designates the coming together (so as to eventually converge) of different social actors (both within a movement and from different movements) across strategic, political, ideological, sectoral and geographical divides. The convergence of struggles plays an important role in the lives and discourses of food sovereignty activists (European Coordination Via Campesina\textsuperscript{2016}), as is reflected in numerous references to convergence in the literature on food sovereignty movements (see for example Allen \textsuperscript{2014}; Alonso-Fradejas et al. \textsuperscript{2015}; Amin \textsuperscript{2011}; Brent, Schiavoni, and Alonso-Fradejas \textsuperscript{2015}; Desmarais, Rivera-Ferre, and Gasco \textsuperscript{2014}; Edelman and Borras \textsuperscript{2016}; McKay \textsuperscript{2017}; Mills \textsuperscript{2018}; Rosset and Martínez-Torres \textsuperscript{2014}; Tramel \textsuperscript{2018}). Scholars have analyzed food sovereignty, as a concept and movement, as a ‘convergence of demands’ (Pinheiro Machado Brochner \textsuperscript{2014}, 261), and the transnational agrarian movement La Via Campesina (LVC) as a convergence of social movements characterized by ‘unity in diversity’ (Desmarais \textsuperscript{2007}, 39). Rosset and Martínez-Torres (\textsuperscript{2014}, 143) suggest that LVC is the result of ‘a grand process’ of convergence which led to the ‘emergence of food sovereignty as a common framework that would allow diversity and to take the...
specificity of each different place into account’. For Amin (2011), such diversity has to be accepted; the goal being to overcome fragmentation, respect each other’s struggles and build ‘convergence in diversity’. Yet, little has been written about the actual processes, mechanisms and strategies that social actors have developed to maintain diversity while facilitating convergence within the global food sovereignty movement.

In what represents one of the most in-depth studies of convergence, Routledge (2009) describes ‘convergence spaces’ as responding to a number of key characteristics. First, convergence spaces act as associations of actors and resources that work to make political actions durable through time and mobile across space (Routledge 2009, 1894). Second, convergence spaces articulate a ‘collective vision’ which serves to establish common ground and generate a ‘politics of solidarity’ (Harvey 1996). When entering transnational coalitions, ‘movements need to develop a politics of solidarity capable of reaching across space, without abandoning their militant particularist base(s)’ (Routledge 2003; citing Harvey 1996, 400). Third, convergence spaces facilitate multi-scalar political action across a range of operational logics that exist across the movement, including more horizontal (decentered, non-hierarchical) and more vertical (centralized) operational logics. Fourth, convergence spaces actively shape political identities around common concerns and bonds of trust. Finally, convergence spaces are sites of contested relations insofar as they are comprised by a diversity of groups with, at times, conflicting goals, ideologies, and strategies. They are often dominated by certain actors who control key political, economic or technological resources (Dicken et al. 2001), but also symbolic power, resulting in unequal discursive and material power relations. In practice, these contested relations, associated with representation, but also mobility and cultural difference, create the need for strategies capable of at once building solidarity and cohesion, while also simultaneously negotiating and respecting difference (Routledge 2003).

In this paper, we look at the Global Food Sovereignty Movement (GFSM) as a convergence space, and map out the mechanisms that actors within the GFSM have deployed over the last 20 years to maintain diversity while facilitating convergence. We have organized our examination around benchmarks: the key moments our interviewees identified as milestones in the history of convergence. We employ the concept of a/the GFSM as shorthand to encompasses the expansive networks of interactions between a plurality of individuals, groups and/or organizations, engaged in political or cultural struggles towards food sovereignty. It is therefore best conceptualized as a ‘movement of movements’ that is widespread, diverse, creative and politically amorphous (Edelman and Borras 2016; Holt-Giménez 2011). In our analysis of the GFSM, we explore the last two characteristics of convergence spaces described by Routledge (2009): as sites where political identities are shaped around common concerns and trust, and as sites comprised of a diversity of groups with, at times, conflicting goals and experiences and differing access to resources. We contend that the GFSM has, over the last two decades, created and in different ways enforced, systems of categorization to build unity while negotiating and maintaining difference. Towards this end, actors in the GFSM have made particular use of two tools. They have used constituency categories (e.g. pastoralists, fishers, Indigenous

---

1These differences arguably exist within all social movements but they are more striking in transnational networks because they maintain less everyday interactions between participants, and greater diversity of contesting views and issues, than specific social movements (Routledge 2003).
Peoples, agricultural workers or small-scale farmers) to identify, protect, foster and guarantee the autonomy of different groups of people with distinct identities and lived realities (but also distinct interests, roles and responsibilities, and social positions). They have also used quotas (e.g. gender, age, constituency and/or geography) to protect diversity, prevent the consolidation of power, and ensure the prioritized participation of affected or marginalized groups. The use of constituencies and quotas has further supported two distinct but related objectives of the GFSM: alliances building and effective direct representation\(^2\) in global policy-making spaces.

While agrarian movements historically made alliances mostly with political parties and workers’ organizations (Borras, Edelman, and Kay 2008b, 28), the rise of ‘identity politics’ has led them to endorse new strategies,\(^3\) including building alliances with other rural sectors or with peasants of varying socioeconomic status (Borras, Edelman, and Kay 2008b, 29). These various sectors (and identities) are now well represented within the global food sovereignty movement (GFSM), with under-explored implications for convergence work. Indeed, social movements scholars have expressed concern that a focus on identity politics may weaken social movements and reduce their effectiveness, as it leads to their increased fragmentation and specialization (Gitlin 1995; Harvey 1996; Tarrow 1998; Taylor and Whittier 1999). The impulse towards creating separate organizations around specific social positions, such as women, or youth for example, has been described as potentially balkanizing (Weldon 2006, 111). However, other authors have argued that the creation of separate spaces can be critical to empowering and engaging marginalized groups in political life. These scholars argue that movements in which sub-groups are organized around separate identity-based caucuses can be more inclusive and influential in policy discussions (Weldon 2006, 113).

Our study of the GFSM shows that protecting a diversity of identities and perspectives, and guaranteeing their autonomous expression within the convergence space, has not fragmented the movement but rather enabled it to come together, grow, and speak as one. Yet, as the GFSM continues to expand beyond its agrarian origins, it faces new convergence challenges, notably when it comes to integrating new actors that may not necessarily fit the constituency logic. We discuss these challenges in the conclusion and point to future directions for research. This paper is informed by document analysis and key informant semi-structured interviews (\(N = 43\), including 5 follow-up interviews) conducted in English, Spanish and French between October 2016 and April 2018. Interviews were transcribed and translated into English by the authors. Informants include GFSM activists, NGO representatives and researchers, selected on the basis of the key roles they played in facilitating the convergence of different actors in the GFSM over the last twenty years. We also draw on our experiences as scholar-activists participating in and

\(^{2}\)Effective representation of the social base’s interests within their movements should not be assumed to be automatic or permanent or unproblematic (Borras, Edelman, and Kay 2008b, 13). Issues of representation are important to critically analyse because movements and networks justify the demands they make (and their issue framing and the urgency and importance of their cause) from their claims to represent a group or specific groups (the oppressed or people of the land or rural people in this case) (Borras, Edelman, and Kay 2008b, 14). Representation is always limited geographically or by sector – it is always ‘partial’ or better seen as a matter of degree – and it is constantly renegotiated with movements and organizations (Borras, Edelman, and Kay 2008b, 15). Issues of representation also underlie tensions between social movements and NGOs (McKeon 2009).

\(^{3}\)Global campaigns and global days of struggle (such as the 17th of April, the International Day of Peasant Struggle or 16th of October, World Food (Soevereignty) Day) and the elaboration of shared positions for a diversity of local and sectoral struggles have proven useful tools to build alliances (Mesini and Thivet 2014).
observing the GFSM, in various self-organized forums and UN policy spaces over the last decade, including the UN Committee on World Food Security (CFS), the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and the Human Rights Council (HRC).

Origins and evolution of constituency categories and quotas

Constituencies are broadly defined as groups of people with shared interests (Oxford English Dictionary 2017). In the GFSM, constituencies typically designate distinct groups of food producers, such as pastoralists, fishers, Indigenous Peoples, agricultural workers or small-scale farmers, but also other actors such as NGOs, or women’s and youth organizations. These categories, however, only emerged gradually over time, reflecting the decreasing influence of NGOs in global governance spaces (Borras, Edelman, and Kay 2008b; McKeon and Kalafatic 2009). In what follows we map out the evolution of these categories to illustrate how the GFSM has sought to protect difference in the convergence space.

The Parallel NGO Forum to the World Food Summit (1996)

When the FAO hosted the World Food Summit (WFS) in 1996, a parallel NGO Forum was attended by an estimated 1,200 NGO representatives from 80 countries (FAO 1999b). This parallel NGO Forum was organized by the International Steering Committee for Planning the participation of civil society to the 1996 NGO Forum, which acted as political body, with the support of the Italian Committee for the NGO Forum on Food Security. The parallel NGO Forum was divided into two phases. The first was limited to 600 delegates with voting rights. Quotas were introduced to ensure that 50% of those with voting rights came from the Global South and represented local or national organizations of peasants, women and Indigenous Peoples. The second phase was open to all interested organizations, and was attended by an additional 700–1000 observers (Comitato Italiano Promotore 1997). As one interviewee (Interview 13) who was involved in the organization of this Forum recalls, the FAO agreed to the idea of a parallel NGO forum only after having received reassurance that there would be no violent protest.

In preparation, the organizers aimed to facilitate an ‘autonomous consultation’ (Interview 13) on food security, and to break away from the logic of ‘who has money, attends’ (Interview 23). Towards this end, they used regional quotas to allocate the budget provided by FAO and donors to enable the participation of voting participants. The FAO provided them with the names of all the organizations it had worked with over the years, and they compiled a database, adding contacts from the international networks and members of the International Steering Committee. On the basis of this list, they sent out invitations. As a result of this selective outreach, the Forum included participation of numerous NGOs from the Global South, including 270 from across Africa (Comitato Italiano Promotore 1997). Although the idea of constituencies or sectors was not formally established at this stage, participants in the Forum agreed that farmers, women’s, Indigenous Peoples’ organizations, artisanal fishermen and consumers must be considered as central actors of any food security strategy (Comitato Italiano Promotore 1997, 11). At this time, however, food producers, notably peasant movements, were at the initial stages of their efforts to organize at the global level, and the domination of northern NGOs in global governance spaces was strong.
The Parallel NGO Forum to the World Food Summit is notable insofar as it is the site where food sovereignty is said to have clearly emerged into the international food security space. In terms of building convergence around food sovereignty, the Forum was instrumental as it was the first time quotas were used to ensure more equitable regional participation between actors from the Global North and Global South. Our interviews (13, 15, 21, 23) suggest that the Forum marked a key moment of reflection around the necessity to let certain voices, that is those from food insecure contexts, emerge. Towards this end, organizers defended the need for autonomous consultation, used funding to push for more equitable representation, and blocked the access of non-voting participants to certain meetings. As one of our interviewees commented: ‘this was the only way to let peasants speak’ (Interview 23). The NGO Forum produced a final statement ‘Profit for a few and Food for all’ that was read at the World Food Summit and in which ‘the diverse voices of civil society’ decided to ‘speak as one’. The statement brought ‘the message of the more than one billion hungry and malnourished people of the world, most of them children and women’. Yet, despite this emphasis on diversity, the statement made no reference to specific categories of food producers or other constituencies.

The FAO Policy and Strategy (1999)

Following the WFS, the FAO (1999a) moved forward with the development of a Policy and Strategy for Cooperation with Non-Governmental and Civil Society Organizations (CSOs). The document outlined the ‘Major categories of CSOs to which FAO relates’, which were:

1. Rural and urban people’s organizations,
2. Southern national and regional development NGOs,
3. Northern development NGOs,
4. Humanitarian NGOs,
5. Advocacy NGOs,
6. International NGOs and NGO networks,
7. Professional associations and academic/research institutions,
8. Agricultural trade unions,

To a large extent, the FAO Policy and Strategy took up, and formalized, categories established in the civil society sphere, at a time where the Major Groups were the most common framework for governing UN engagement with sectors of society. In its list, the FAO Policy and Strategy gave symbolic priority to rural and urban people’s organizations (over NGOs) and to Southern NGOs (over Northern ones), although it did not identify women and youth organizations as specific sectors to consult. Whilst the list did not formally establish priority categories, the FAO did note that in relation to limited resources, it would first relate to technically competent service NGOs, and membership organizations.

It should be noted that this practice of identifying sectors of society with which UN institutions should engage with in priority builds on the outcomes of the 1992 Earth Summit. More specifically, Agenda 21 formally recognized nine Major Groups, whose active participation was deemed essential in UN activities related to sustainable development: Women, children and youth, Indigenous Peoples, Non-Governmental Organizations, local authorities, workers and trade unions, business and industry, scientific and technological community, and farmers.
that represent important FAO constituencies, such as farmers and consumers. At the time, the FAO identified two main challenges with regard to articulating effective and equitable civil society participation. First, a wide variety of conflicting views and interests are represented across civil society, and there are differences with regard to resources, power and levels of legitimacy amongst various CSOs and social movements. Second, the institutional framework and procedures of the UN system are not easily adapted to non-state actors. As we show below, the Civil Society Mechanism (CSM) to the UN Committee on World Food Security (CFS), established in 2009, addresses these challenges, although not in direct relation to the FAO. The CSM uses a complex governance mechanism grounded in constituencies and quotas to accommodate CSOs with different levels of engagement and legitimacy and internally negotiate conflict, thus providing a single civil society actor for the CFS to interact with.

**The NGO/CSO Forum for Food Sovereignty (2002)**

In 2002, the FAO hosted the World Food Summit: five years later (WFS:fyl). In the lead up to this summit, the International Steering Committee for Planning the Participation of Civil Society to the 1996 NGO Forum came together with a view to organize the NGO/CSO Forum for Food Sovereignty. The introduction of the NGO/CSO distinction points to advancements in thinking around representation, with CSOs (and social movements) being clearly distinguished from NGOs (McKeon 2009). After this Forum, the International Steering Committee changed its name to the International Planning Committee (IPC) for Food Sovereignty (Interview 23). At this time, the IPC reflected a broad coalition and included actors who would today not be considered legitimate members (e.g. the International Federation of Agricultural Producers). That said, it included many organizations who had a shared history of organizing or participating in the 1996 NGO Forum and other ‘anti-neoliberal mobilizations’ between 1996 and 2002, including Seattle, Cancun and Geneva (Colombo and Onorati 2013). These international events, and others such as the 2001 World Forum on Food Sovereignty in Cuba, simultaneously contributed to the elaboration of the food sovereignty framework and to the testing and further elaboration of the emergent constituency approach (Interview 10).

The 2002 NGO/CSO Forum was attended by some 600 participants ‘nominated by the regional and constituency focal points according to a quota system designed to ensure balanced representation by regions, types of organizations and gender’ (IPC 2002). At this point, the politics of diversity, and the importance of identifying categories of participants was clearly developing in the selection criteria for participation. Regional focal points were identified for Africa, Asia-Pacific, Near East, European Union and Eastern and Central European countries, Latin America and North America. There were also constituency focal points for farmers, Indigenous Peoples, sustainable agriculture/food security NGOs, trade unions, international NGOs and youth organizations (NGLS 2002). In turn, this forum can be distinguished by the fact that it was explicitly a food sovereignty forum (Interview 21), and thus a concrete convergence space. Importantly, however, this convergence space was built on the basis of an explicit recognition of diversity, which was not seen at the 1996 forum. Participants attending the 2002 Forum issued a joint political statement entitled ‘Food Sovereignty: A Right For All’, which, contrary
to the 1996 statement, was endorsed by LVC. The statement described ‘the unifying concept of Food Sovereignty as the umbrella’ under which participants decided to outline the actions and strategies that are needed to truly end hunger (NGO/CSO Forum for Food Sovereignty 2002). It also listed the various constituencies involved in its elaboration: ‘The social movements, farmer, fisherfolk, pastoralists, Indigenous Peoples’, environmentalist, women’s organizations, trade unions, and NGOs’. As such, we see here that the use of categories and quotas enabling a diversity of sectors to be explicitly recognized and valued as distinct constituencies, helped the emerging GFSM effectively advance efforts at convergence around food sovereignty. The use of quotas to ensure equal female participation at the NGO/CSO Forum is also worth highlighting. Such quotas were not part of the 1996 forum and echo efforts undertaken within LVC to guarantee structural and process-based gender equity as well as emphasize equal participation of women and men in determining the strategies and positions of the movement. As early as 1996, the Second International Conference of LVC in Tlaxcala created a Women’s Working Group – which would become the Women’s Commission – to promote the participation and representation of women in LVC (Desmarais 2007). In 2000, LVC decided to guarantee equal participation of women and men in the leadership of the movement by ensuring that its International Coordinating Committee be composed of at least one female member (of two members in total), from each region. A few years later, LVC also established quotas to ensure at least 30% participation of youth in its meetings and assemblies. As we show below, the adoption of quotas to ensure the participation of the youth across all constituencies would also be later adopted by the GFSM, though not consistently.

The formalization of IPC-FAO relations (2003)

Following the WFS:fly, the IPC co-signed an Exchange of Letters with the FAO in 2003, outlining the principles governing FAO-IPC relations as well as a program of work. The key principles governing the IPC engagement with FAO were those of autonomy and self-representation, meaning that the members of the IPC would internally decide how to organize and structure themselves, with no interference from FAO. The IPC structure was designed to avoid centralization, and facilitate ‘the emergence of social representation without directly representing any organization or specific social sector’ (NGO/CSO Forum for Food Sovereignty 2002, 68; Colombo and Onorati 2013). As we outline below, these principles have remained at the heart of the IPC’s work to this day, and

---

5LVC, who introduced the concept of food sovereignty at the 1996 Parallel NGO Forum to the World Food Summit, refused to sign the final statement of that Forum, despite two references to food sovereignty, on the basis that ‘it did not address sufficiently the concerns and interests of peasant families’ (Desmarais 2002, 104).

6In addition to quotas, LVC has set up ‘autonomous spaces’ for women and youth within the movement to meet and discuss their own issues and priorities, for example in the form of women’s assemblies (since 2000) and youth assemblies (since 2004), prior to its International Conferences.

7This is not reflected in the composition of the ICC, which would have financial and logistical implications. The issue has been raised by the youth within the movement for a number of years, including at the latest international conference in the Basque country in July 2017.

8The IPC aims to operate in a way that protects the autonomy of its member organizations:

All the positions or joint policy initiatives must be signed by the individual organizations, and each participant can only speak on behalf of its own organization, and not as a representative of a sector, geographic area or representing the network as a whole (IPC 2016).
have also served as the key organizing principles for the establishment of the Civil Society Mechanism in 2009.9

The formalization of the IPC marks an important moment in the convergence of the GFSM. As noted by one of our interviewees, ‘the concept and practice of “constituencies” evolved over time’ (Interview 15). Within the IPC, constituencies developed as a double reaction to the Major Groups approach, and to the historic domination of NGOs within FAO related civil society spaces (Interviews 10 and 13). The process of formation of constituencies within/through the IPC departed from the Major Group approach in a number of important ways (McKeon 2009, 56–57). First, Major Groups were predefined by an intergovernmental forum whereas the IPC emerged from a process of self-definition. Second, the Major Groups consultation processes were led by global focal points whereas the IPC process was rooted in regional and local consultation. Third, the Major Groups included business and industry whereas the IPC excluded the private sector.10 Finally, the Major Groups approach assumed broad categories like ‘farmers’ would be able to come with consensus positions on issues where the different types of producers within the category often had widely different interests. The failure of the Major Groups to distinguish between actors within the Groups effectively restricted possibilities to address questions of power and representation, two issues that were fundamental for rural movements and at the core of convergence around food sovereignty.

The process of forming constituencies within/through the IPC further enabled the IPC to prioritize movements representing food producers, and ensure that their voices were predominant vis-à-vis the voices of NGOs (Interviews 9, 14, 22). Within the IPC, NGOs were always considered to be of a ‘different nature’ (Interview 14), and those involved, ‘particularly Western NGOs, accepted and acknowledged that they were supporting entities for the food producing organizations’ (Interview 22). While NGOs facilitated food producers’ access to food and agriculture global governance arenas (e.g. with funding, and technical and logistical support), the construction of alliances between food producer movements also became a strong focus of the IPC (Interview 12), and this work relied on identifying and distinguishing different rural constituencies. This alliance building was key to enhancing the convergence of the GFSM, and responded to the need expressed by rural producers’ movements to go beyond ‘abstract solidarity’ and ‘transform the right to food sovereignty into an articulated platform for struggle for a diverse variety of social organizations’ (Colombo and Onorati 2013, 69). As such, the IPC asserted itself with a dual identity, as a network that would facilitate and coordinate policy engagement with the FAO, while strengthening alliances within the GFSM. It emerged as an important component of the GFSM convergence space.

Land, Territory and Dignity: Parallel Forum to ICAARD

In 2006, the IPC came to an agreement with the FAO to organize a Parallel Forum to the International Conference on Agrarian Reform and Rural Development (ICAARD), in Porto Alegre,

---

9By 2009 for example, the IPC membership had come to include ‘constituency focal points (organizations representing small farmers, fisher folk, pastoralists, indigenous peoples, agricultural workers); regional focal points (peoples’ movements or NGO networks responsible for diffusion of information and consultation in specific regions); and thematic focal points (networks with particular expertise on priority issues) (McKeon and Kalafatic 2009, 17). The CSM is structured along similar lines, with constituency and sub-regional focal points on the Coordination Committee, and thematic/policy working groups cutting across constituencies and regions.

10The IPC also excluded researchers and local authorities, both of which were on the Major Groups’ list.
Brazil. In order to guarantee participation of different constituencies and regions in the ‘Land, Territory and Dignity’ Forum, a political steering committee agreed upon quotas for regions, constituencies and gender (IPC 2006). It is here that we see for the first time a clear enforcement of quotas and constituencies to ensure adequate diversity and representation. On the basis of quotas, 25% of participants needed to come from Asia, 20% from Africa, 30% from Latin America, 10% from Europe, five percent from North America with an additional five percent of participation from Indigenous Peoples, and 5% from West and Central Asia and North Africa (WESCANA).11 Five constituencies were identified and assigned separate quotas for participation. Farmers and Landless were to make up 60% of participations; Indigenous Peoples 15%; Fisherfolk 15%; Agricultural workers 5%; and NGOs 5%. On the basis of these quotas, IPC Focal Points were asked to prepare a list of participants from their regions and constituencies. Overall participation needed to be gender balanced but we were unable find evidence of specific quotas towards this end or enforcement.

Alongside these regional and constituency quotas, a further quota of 10% of the total number of participants financed by the Forum was set aside for self-financed participants (e.g. NGOs). Self-financed participants were asked to finance on a one-to-one basis persons from the rural social movements. Another 10% quota was also fixed for ‘guests’ including academics, NGOs, and journalists who also had to cover their own costs. The overall objective of the quota system was to organize participation in a way that was ‘representative and balanced based on geography and sector, and not based on who can afford to pay’ (IPC 2006). Underlying this objective was the goal to connect and build alliances between all food producers, and ensure that the Forum would not be ‘only about LVC’ (Interview 14). Retrospectively, the CSO Forum was a turning point for the multi-constituencies approach (Interview 13). It is certainly the case that the use of constituencies and quotas (in the form of percentages) was made more systematic in the preparation of this Forum, as a way to balance the participation of different regions and social groups and therefore avoid the consolidation of power, ensure female participation and limit the participation of self-funded participants.

**Nyéléni Forum for Food Sovereignty (2007)**

The following year, in February 2007, the Nyéléni Forum for Food Sovereignty was held in Sélingué, Mali. At this meeting, the constituency approach – or what was then called sectors – was more broadly endorsed or, in the words of one activist, ‘sanctified’ (Interview 13). The primary objective of the Nyéléni Forum was bringing together different groups to build a larger global movement for food sovereignty, through alliances. This shift in focus from the Porto Alegre CSO Forum to the Nyéléni Forum is noteworthy in so far as the former was organized in parallel to/in reaction to a UN summit, whereas the latter had convergence as a goal. The Nyéléni Forum was launched largely at the initiative of La Via Campesina but its organization was facilitated by the IPC (Interview 14, 21). The impetus for organizing the Nyéléni Forum and the process that was put in place by the facilitating committee for convening participants, were largely informed by what were perceived as limitations of the World Social Forum (WSF) process (the first WSF took place in 2001) (Interview 18). Numerous LVC activists had participated with enthusiasm in the WSF but the evaluation conducted by LVC was

---

11WESCANA is now referred to as West Asia/ Middle East (WAME).
that the outcome of the WSF was too neutral, and that there was a need for something more radical, and more oriented towards shared strategies and action plans (Interview 18). In a clear effort to build convergence around a GFSM, it was decided to extend invitations to attend the Nyéléni Forum only to ‘organizations already committed to food sovereignty’. As was explained to us:

It was a precondition to agree on the principle of food sovereignty (...) Therefore it wasn’t an open invitation as such, but it was an invitation directed to the organizations [and not individuals]. And where the facilitating group of Nyéléni assured through its own finance that those organizations and people who should be there, were there. (Interview 18)

Participants who ‘should be there’ were identified ‘on the basis of regional, sectoral and gender balance’ (Nyéléni 2007a). In total, six sectors were identified:

1. Farmers/peasants,
2. Fisherfolk,
3. Pastoralists,
4. Indigenous Peoples,
5. Workers & Migrants,

This list built on the IPC constituencies – small farmers, fisher folk, pastoralists, Indigenous Peoples, agricultural workers – with the addition of consumers and urban movements, as well as migrants. The explicit reference to peasants in the first sector points to the influence of La Via Campesina and its shaping of a strong political identity of small-scale food producers as peasants (Desmarais 2008). Efforts to extend alliance building to other actors of the food system (beyond rural/food producer constituencies), mark a significant turn in the expansion of the GFSM, and point to the increased popularity of food sovereignty as alternative vision not just for the countryside but for the whole of society (Claeys 2014; Wittman and Nicholson 2009). At the Forum, delegates were given time to meet as sectoral groups, and to comment and make proposals for a joint action agenda (Nyéléni 2007b). The Forum also provided for the opportunity to discuss issues of representation, and potential conflicts between constituencies such as peasants and pastoralists, or peasants and different users of water, for example (Interview 13). At the same time, it was decided that NGOs would not be considered a sector. Instead, they were referred to as allies within the final report12 (Nyéléni 2007c). As we discuss below, this distinction between sectors made up of social movements on the one hand, and allied NGOs on the other, would later lead to two diverging understandings of constituencies: One limited to affected constituencies, and the other including affected constituencies and allies or support constituencies. In terms of gender balance, the organizing committee decided that there were to be an equal number of male and female delegates. Further, a Woman’s Assembly was organized for the day before the Forum. Here the women decided that they would not act as a separate sector with meetings parallel to the official program, but rather they would integrate women’s perspectives throughout the Forum (Nyéléni 2007c).

12Also identified were three interest groups: Women, Youth, and Environment.
In retrospect, it can be said that the processes and mechanisms put in place for inviting participants and facilitating interactions during the Nyéléni Forum proved successful as they significantly contributed to establishing a shared vision for the diversifying constituencies of the GFSM. The Nyéléni Declaration and Action Plan (La Via Campesina 2007) articulated six pillars of food sovereignty and provided a synthetic definition of food sovereignty, both of which are largely used as legitimate and widely accepted references to this day.

**The Civil Society Mechanism to the Committee on World Food Security (2009)**

In October 2009, the UN’s Committee on World Food Security (CFS) reformed with a vision of constituting ‘the foremost inclusive international and intergovernmental platform for a broad range of committed stakeholders’ to work together towards ensuring food security and nutrition for all (CFS 2009, para. 4). The key reforms, which were hard and long fought for by civil society organizations, led to changes not only to the composition of the Committee but also to modalities of civil society participation. By way of reform, the Committee reorganized its composition to ‘ensure that the voices of all relevant stakeholders – particularly those most affected by food insecurity – are heard’ (CFS 2009, para. 7). This achievement points to the political success of food sovereignty actors, and others, to formalize their political ambitions with regard to participation. Particularly relevant is the list of categories of people to receive particular attention, which was formalized as constituencies through the proposal for an International Food Security and Nutrition Civil Society Mechanism for Relations with the CFS (CSM). The CSM proposal, which was acknowledged by the Committee in October 2010, was prepared by ActionAid International, the Governance Working Group of the International Planning Committee for Food Sovereignty (IPC) and Oxfam. It is directly inspired by the ways of working of the IPC which, as we have shown, reflect years of trial and testing around how to build solidarity and convergence while negotiating and maintaining diversity.

The CSM founding document commits to ‘give clear priority to organizations of the people most affected by hunger, recognizing that victims of hunger are also the bearers of solutions’ (CFS 2010, para. 14). It also includes a commitment to ‘respect pluralism, autonomy and self-organization’ and to ‘ensure a balance of gender, regions and constituencies and sectors’ (CFS 2010, para. 11). Towards this end, constituencies and quotas are used to make up the executive body of the CSM: The Coordination Committee. Members of the Coordination Committee are elected by autonomous processes developed in the 11 constituencies (i.e. smallholder farmers, fisherfolk, pastoralists, Indigenous Peoples, agriculture and food workers, landless, women, youth, consumers, urban food insecure and NGOs) and 17 sub-regions (5 sub-regions in Africa, 4 sub-regions in the Americas, six sub-regions in Asia and 2 sub-regions in Europe). Each sub-region has one seat on the Coordination Committee. Each constituency has two seats on the Coordination Committee, except the smallholder famers’ constituency which has four seats. Priority for farmers is rationalized because ‘small-scale farmers represent 80% of the hungry people in the world and produce the largest proportion of the food in the world’ (CSM 2009). The Coordination Committee is tasked with ensuring that 50% of members are women. This has proven relatively easy for constituencies, where one man and one women can be elected, but has been more difficult for the regions (Interview 6). The result has been an over-representation of male regional focal points.
While International NGOs are recognized as a constituency, the CSM makes a clear distinction between NGOs and social movements, and is structured in ways that prioritize social movements’ voices. For example, CSM thematic Working Groups, which are at the heart of the CSM (Interview 6), are systematically led by social movement representatives and supported by technical facilitators from trusted or allied NGOs. Thus, while NGOs formally have the right to express their own interests in the CSM, they overwhelmingly see their role as one of support rather than advocacy (Interviews 6, 14, 17, 25, 29, 32, 34). As one interviewee clarified: ‘yes, we are formally part of the NGO constituency but we do not follow the interests of our constituency’ (Interview 14). Moreover, discussions at the CSM are ‘so dominated by social movements that NGOs don’t have a chance [to push their own agenda]’ (Interview 14).

The governance structure of the CSM has provided civil society actors with clear, transparent and reliable processes to self-organize. It has enabled CSM participants to speak with one voice, through thematic Working Groups which facilitate convergence around key issues, and sub-regional and constituency focal points that give space, recognition and visibility to key aspects of identity. Constituencies and quotas have thus played an important role in making the CSM a ‘balanced space’ (Interview 18), that is as open and inclusive as possible. As one of our interviewees explained:

…we have to assure not only for La Via Campesina, which probably is the more powerful voice, but for all the voices to be present and we have to make sure that the pastoralists are there, that the fisherfolk are there, that the whole reality of food producers are present there. And for that we have to obviously confront the more powerful administratively, or bureaucratically or institutionally powerful, sometimes allies, sometimes friends, sometimes not so much allies, who are competing with us for our space. (Interview 18)

Preserving diversity through inclusiveness is an important challenge for the CSM, as highlighted by another interviewee who participates in the CSM:

When we are in one space we try to keep our spaces also. It’s in a way … we don’t want more people to debate and discuss and to finally vote and to lose our spaces. (…) We are trying to get more spaces in different ways possible and to keep our own existing space. It’s also a civil society politics I would say. It’s a reality. (Interview 36)

In addition, the CSM has managed to formalize the principles of autonomy and self-organization within the UN Committee on World Food Security. It has succeeded in convincing other CFS actors (including the FAO, but also country delegates) of the importance of enabling the organizations representing the most affected to speak for themselves. It has also secured funds for its operations (mainly through governments, development agencies and NGOs) (CSM 2017), enabling it to employ a dedicated secretariat of three people and to finance the travel of people to come to Rome to speak on their own behalf (Interview 6).

**People’s Food Sovereignty Now! The Parallel Forum to the World Summit on Food Security (2009)**

In November 2009, directly following the reform of the Committee on World Food Security, the FAO hosted the World Summit on Food Security (WSFS). CSOs organized a Parallel Forum entitled People’s Food Sovereignty Now! When the FAO summit was first
announced, dialogue began between CSOs and the FAO about a parallel summit (IPC 2009a). At this time, the FAO contradicted its commitments, dating back to 2001, to recognize the principles of self-organization and autonomy of civil society, and proposed instead to organize the CSO forum. The proposal was rejected by civil society and as a result of strong opposition, the FAO withdrew its proposal (IPC 2009b). Funding was eventually secured from the Mayor of Rome, IFAD, and the governments of Norway, Catalunya and Switzerland, as well as Oxfam, Norad, and ActionAid among other NGOs (IPC 2009b, 59). This example serves to illustrate how civil society actors have had to continuously fight to maintain their right to self-organization and autonomy.

To organize the CSO parallel forum, an International Steering Committee (ISC) was set up, composed of diverse organizations representing different constituencies and sought to be balanced in terms of regions and gender (IPC 2009b). The ISC then agreed on selecting participants from the following nine constituencies: farmers, Indigenous Peoples, fisherfolk, youth, women, agricultural workers, pastoralists, urban poor and NGOs. Further, it established quotas for choosing delegates. Based on these quotas, a decentralized process coordinated among the regions and the constituencies led to the identification of candidates. From this list, the ISC chose the final delegates. In addition, there was a target balance of 60% women to 40% men. According to our understanding, there was no target quota aimed at ensuring generational parity or youth participation although there was a Youth Caucus that did produce a final declaration. Others who wanted to attend could apply as observers. The breakdown of quotas for region and constituency is presented in Tables 1 and 2. The tables illustrate the complex and politically-sensitive mechanisms that were advanced to ensure balanced participation of a diversity of voices of the expanding GFSM.

These figures provide insights into the ability of the Parallel Forum to meet the quotas it had established for itself. The gender parity quota was nearly met, with women representing 53% of the total 646 participants (208 delegates and 277 observers). Farmers and NGOs both over-met their respective quota (with each group attending with double the amount of allowed participants), while organizations representing Indigenous Peoples, the urban poor, women (feminists) and youth all attended in the anticipated numbers. Fisherfolk participation, however, barely reached half of its allotted quota, and there was a serious deficit in the participation of agricultural workers. A variety of reasons may serve to explain these variations, ranging from funding and visa issues to disparities in the capacity of the different constituencies to organize at the transnational level, affecting their ability to send delegates. In addition, these figures may reflect uneven achievements in the process of building alliances across constituencies. For example, the lack of active participation of agricultural workers’ organizations points to a well-documented deficit in the GFSM’s ability to build strong links with this constituency, resulting in an inadequate focus on labor rights issues (Borras, Edelman, and Kay 2008a). While difficult to document, it is likely that representation of these ‘less full’ constituencies would have been even weaker in the absence of deliberate efforts to engage with them and prioritize their voices.

When the draft final statement of the Parallel Forum was presented to the plenary, observers who had been allowed to participate in working group discussions at the discretion of the Chairs, were not allowed to comment on the text, or ratify the declaration. Here we see the importance of the quota system for ensuring that a diversity of ‘legitimate’
Table 1. Regional quotas for delegates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>South East Asia &amp; Pacific</th>
<th>South Asia</th>
<th>Africa</th>
<th>Americas</th>
<th>Europe</th>
<th>WESCANA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quota</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: (IPC 2009b).

Table 2. Delegation quotas for constituencies and actual number of delegates in attendance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quota</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In attendance</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>0.48%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: (IPC 2009b).
views are represented in the development of collective statements. The final statement opens with:

We, 642 persons coming from 93 countries and representing 450 organizations of peasant and family farmers, small scale fisher folk, pastoralists, indigenous peoples, youth, women, the urban people, agricultural workers, local and international NGOs, and other social actors. (IPC 2009b, 50)

Compared with the 2002 statement, we note the inclusion of youth, agricultural workers and urban people. The explicit reference to urban people reaffirms their inclusion in the GFSM and points to the rapid development of Community-Supported Agriculture and urban food movements in that decade. Having attended this forum, we also remember a clearly communicated process in relation to the rights of delegates versus observers. This points to one of the important functions of constituencies and quotas: tools for ensuring that particular voices are represented and heard, while others are silenced or at least downplayed.

**The FAO Guidelines for Ensuring Balanced Representation of Civil Society (2013)**

In 2013, the FAO (2013) issued its Guidelines for Ensuring Balanced Representation of Civil Society, which describe constituencies as one of four main ways to ensure balanced representativeness, according to geography, gender and groups (referring to the types of constituencies). Noting that constituencies seek to ‘ensure that the different voices are listened to with equal weight’, the Guidelines identify twelve constituencies. Echoing the language of the IPC and CFS, the 2013 Guidelines are grounded in the principles of autonomy and self-representation of civil society actors. Towards that end, quotas outlined in the Guidelines function to ensure minimum levels of participation of different groups or regions at relevant FAO events. For example, 75% of the constituencies should to be represented by at least one organization during FAO activities/processes at all levels (national, regional and global). In the case of regional meetings, 75% of the countries in the region need to be represented and, 75% of geographical areas, as determined by the type of event/process, should be represented by at least one civil society organization. The Guidelines also state that ideally 50% of the representatives from civil society should be women, and at least one third youth. This is the first instance we found where youth are formally ascribed a quota.

Comparing the FAO Guidelines (2013) with the older FAO Policy and Strategy (1999a), it is striking that the FAO approach to civil society participation has been substantially influenced by the constituencies approach conceptualized and developed by the GFSM. It is also interesting to note that the Guidelines adopt the political arguments of the GFSM (and others) when they note the relevance of bottom-up solutions developed by the hungry and poor themselves as a rationale for prioritizing certain voices.

**Reform of the IPC (2013)**

Around the time that the FAO was defining its new Guidelines, the IPC was undergoing a reform. The IPC had played a key role in the development of the CSM but there was a
sense, according to some of the people interviewed (Interview 14, 35, 36), that the CSM in many ways overtook the IPC in transparency, reliance on clear rules, ability to build a plural and inclusive space, and operational capacity linked to its quasi-institutional status and thereby ability to attract funding. In short, following the creation of the CSM, the IPC decided to change its ways of working while reaffirming its role along two main axes: building alliances for food sovereignty, and facilitating interactions with FAO (and potentially other UN arenas).

Central to the reform of the IPC was the establishment of collective leadership, with a facilitating group made of representatives from social movements (NGOs were explicitly excluded). Regional focal points were removed as they were perceived as gatekeepers and none of them were representing food producers (Interview 14). Thematic Working Groups became the main structuring mechanism of the IPC. Each Thematic Working Group is coordinated by two social movements, supported by an NGO (Interviews 12 and 14). Through the reform, the IPC has come to recognize NGOs as having a supporting role only. This development points to the consolidation of two-tier approach to constituencies, which not only distinguishes constituencies from social movements representing affected groups from other secondary, or non-affected constituencies, but distinguishes political roles for the former, from support roles for the latter.

At the same time, the organizational reform of the IPC towards Thematic Working Groups points to a further evolution in the processes of categorization within the GFSM, away from constituencies altogether. As one interviewee explained, a key rationale behind the IPC reform was seeking a more horizontal structure that reflects the fact that social movements are dynamic in ways that extend beyond the clean categories of constituencies (Interview 12). Indeed, many of the participating organizations of the IPC, but also the GFSM more broadly, are comprised of people who cut across multiple constituencies (e.g. women, Indigenous, youth, fishers) (Interviews 4, 12, 15, 16), and therefore maintain multiple and hybrid identities (e.g. women farmer, Indigenous pastoralist) (Interviews 19, 37). This poses an important challenge to the consolidating logic of a constituency approach that warrants further research.

**Conclusion**

In this paper we explored developments of the GFSM as a convergence space from 1996 to 2017. Our analysis focused particularly on two characteristics of convergence spaces: as sites where shared political identities are shaped, and as sites of contested relations. Our historical overview of categorization efforts within the GFSM highlighted the evolution and application of constituencies and quotas as key convergence tools that have, in turn, supported two distinct but related objectives of the GFSM: alliances building, and effective representation in global policy-making. With regard to alliances building, constituencies and quotas have provided a way for the GFSM to come together, expand, and converge around a shared collective/political identity – grounded in food sovereignty –, while protecting a diversity of distinct identities and perspectives. In this respect, the use of

---

15We note that in practice, the IPC works in a more fluid way, and closely collaborates with trusted individuals from supportive NGOs such as FIAN International, Friends of the Earth International, Centro Internazionale Crocevia, and the International Collective in Support of Fishworkers (IPC 2016).
constituencies and quotas in the GFSM provides novel insights into the wider study of social movements.

According to Tilly (1986, 546), internal diversity is a feature of a preliminary stage of a movement’s formation that is doomed to disappear as group unity and greater conformity come to replace disparate and changing coalitions. When it comes to the GFSM, we see the contrary, with a deliberate effort to foster autonomy and diversity at the heart of the GFSM’s convergence strategy. Our analysis is thus aligned with that of Houtart (2009), a key figure of the alter-globalization movement, who argued that maintaining diversity in convergence – what he calls the ‘possibility of diversity’ – is key to building a strong resistance in the face of globalized capital. In his view, this not only requires identifying shared objectives and creating strong networks of actors, but also not losing identities (Houtart 2009, 123). It also reinforces Edelman and Borras (2016, 40), who warn against over-privileging unity in movements at the expense of diversity. Our analysis of the GFSM showed that constituencies and quotas have worked as effective tools to protect the possibility of diversity while facilitating convergence, enabling GFSM actors to identify, foster, and protect a diversity of identities, and guarantee their autonomous expression within the convergence space. The GFSM has thus separated to unite.

At the same time, it is worth highlighting that the GFSM has ‘only’ made active efforts so far to protect certain forms of diversity (sectoral, geographical, gender, age), leaving unaddressed other identities (and potential grounds of discrimination) such as religion, race/ethnicity, sexual orientation and/or gender identity. This could be problematic for the GFSM as a convergence space, because the absence of specific constituencies based on particular (especially marginalized) identities can make people feel alienated from the movement (Gutmann 2003). As already noted by other scholars (see for example Cousins and Scoones 2010; Park and White 2015), the focus in food sovereignty discourse on the convergence of interests of those who live on the land means that other divisions among the rural poor, for example, tend to be ignored or downplayed.

With regard to effective direct representation of GFSM actors in global policy spaces, constituencies and quotas have helped the GFSM to self-organize, ‘levelling’ the participation of women, youth, social movements and Global South participants, and ‘unleveling’ the participation of NGOs in an effort to create a more balanced space. As such, constituencies and quotas have played a key role in helping the GFSM meet internal and external legitimacy requirements in terms of the diversity of views, interests, perspectives and groups it represents. They have also imposed a requirement of inclusiveness on the GFSM, forcing social actors to engage in cross-sectoral and cross-regional dialogue, and ensuring each constituency has ‘adequate’ relative weight, thereby limiting the consolidation of power. For example, at the CFS, the use of constituencies and quotas within the CSM has supported the prioritization of the voices of the most affected (Duncan 2015; Duncan and Barling 2012), effectively limiting the representation power/influence of

16 A similar point was made by Pleyers (2010) who demonstrated how the World Social Forums (WSFs) embodied a ‘model of convergence’ based on the valorization of diversity and the ‘articulation of differences’, which activists saw as a way to counter homogenization and hegemonic thinking.

17 This was made very explicit, for example, at the 2016 meeting of the Committee on World Food Security where social movement actors protested the inclusion of the World Farmers Organization as participant category, arguing that they do not represent those most affected by food insecurity.
NGOs. As a result, several NGOs within the CSM have come to play technical or facilitation roles, in fact (re-)positioning themselves as ‘support constituencies’. This trend towards a two-tier approach to constituencies points to an interesting tension around the ability of allied NGOs to continue pursuing their own goals and aims, while supporting social movements struggles. As one interviewee put it:

There is also this debate, certainly within civil society organizations like ours as to what degree do we exist to support social movements, and to what degree do we exist to achieve goals which may include as part, the support of social movement … Or turning it around the other way, when can we be critics of social movements? (Interview 17)

Finally, constituencies and quotas have helped channel resources to the organizations representing those most affected. The GFSM, and the IPC in particular, have been particularly successful in this regard, for example in achieving commitment to allocate funding in priority to producer organizations by way of the FAO’s (2013) Guidelines. The CSM has also been successful in securing funds to reinforce this model of participation.

Our analysis further shows that convergence efforts have entailed a dynamic process of categorization in which GFSM actors constantly reassess which categories are legitimate, in which context and for which purposes. At the same time, the codification of the use of constituencies and quotas within various UN global governance arenas presents challenges for the future. Indeed, both the FAO and the CFS have endorsed and largely adopted this approach to civil society participation. This institutionalization could limit the scope of adaptation and adjustment that is certain to be necessary to ensure inclusion of those who may feel unrepresented (Weldon 2012, 158), or who aspire to join the movement. Will the evolving GFSM succeed in continuing to use constituencies and quotas in a flexible and dynamic way to ensure that legitimate voices are heard? As has been noted, power relations can become embedded in organizational arrangements, in turn making it easier for some actors to consolidate power due to their categorization (Davis et al. 2005). As one of our interviewees noted:

Do we have to categorize it? (…) I do not know if it is the final solution, I do not know if it is the final solution in the sense that if you standardize … I think it is clear, that once you give a qualification to a movement then you seem to generate a power base and that is what we have to avoid I think (…) You give a qualification or recognition to a group and suddenly that group tries to make sure that nobody else comes in. (Interview 18)

As the GFSM expands beyond the agrarian context in which it was originally conceived and starts to include an even broader set of actors, calls for convergence have increasingly been put forward as a strategy for building political power (Brent, Schiavoni, and Alonso-Fradejas 2015). Yet, the use of constituencies and quotas as ‘convergence in diversity’ tools is likely to become increasingly complex, and possibly contested, as new actors join. The growing recognition of local governments (Trauger 2017), food policy councils (Harper et al. 2009), CSAs and urban movements (Alkon and Mares 2012), and scholar activists (Borras 2016) as key actors in the struggle for food sovereignty has already led some

---

18The recognition that people directly affected by political policy-making or ‘affected publics’ (Brem-Wilson 2016, 2017) should get priority voice in global governance arenas like the CFS, points to a significant achievement of the GFSM in pushing the limits of the multi-stakeholder model, which places a diversity of ‘stakeholders’ (McKeon 2017) on the same footing.
GFSM actors to question the constituencies approach. As one of our interviewees explained:

For me it started to crack down [the constituency logic] when you got the food policy councils … . Territorially-based movements that were just not following the logic of one constituency pursing its agenda and making alliances with other constituencies. (Interview 15)

As this quote indicates, the expansion of the GFSM does not only call for integrating more and more constituencies in alliance building and global governance processes, it may require exploring other mechanisms that respond to the need to engage with actors who do not necessarily fit well within the constituency logic. Combined with the above-mentioned trend toward a two-tier approach to constituencies – one that would make an even clearer distinction between ‘affected’ and ‘support’ constituencies – and the fact that many actors in the GFSM maintain multiple and hybrid identities that cut across constituencies, it is hard to anticipate how the GFSM will govern its convergence in the future.
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